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Abstract—We introduce a low complexity approach to iterative
equalization and decoding, or “turbo equalization”, which uses
clustered models to better match the nonlinear relationship that
exists between likelihood information from a channel decoder and
the symbol estimates that arise in soft-input channel equalization.
The introduced clustered turbo equalizer uses piecewise linear
models to capture the nonlinear dependency of the linear mini-
mum mean square error (MMSE) symbol estimate on the sym-
bol likelihoods produced by the channel decoder and maintains
a computational complexity that is only linear in the channel
memory. By partitioning the space of likelihood information from
the decoder based on either hard or soft clustering and using
locally-linear adaptive equalizers within each clustered region,
the performance gap between the linear MMSE turbo equalizers
and low-complexity least mean square (LMS)-based linear turbo
equalizers can be narrowed.

Index Terms—Turbo equalization, piecewise linear modelling,
hard clustering, soft clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION

D IGITAL communication receivers typically employ a
symbol detector to estimate the transmitted channel sym-

bols and a channel decoder to decode the error correcting code
that was used to protect the information bits before trans-
mission. There has been great interest in enabling interaction
between the symbol estimation task and the channel decoding
task, which is often termed “turbo equalization” for digital
communication over channels with inter-symbol-interference
(ISI). This interest is due to the dramatic performance gains that
can be obtained with modest complexity [1] over performing
these tasks separately. Turbo equalization methods employ-
ing maximum-a-posteriori probability (MAP) detectors demon-
strate excellent bit-error-rate (BER) performance. However,
their computational complexity often renders their application
impractical [1]. As an alternative, linear MMSE-based meth-
ods offer comparable performance to MAP-based approaches,
with significantly reduced complexity [1] compared with the
exponential complexity of the MAP-based approach. However,
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MMSE-based approaches still require quadratic computational
complexity in the channel length per output symbol and require
adequate channel knowledge or estimation. Although MMSE-
based equalizers can be implemented in the frequency domain
with logarithmic complexity, this is only when constant prior
information is used over all samples [1]. To further reduce
computational complexity and improve efficacy over unknown
or time-varying channels, “direct” adaptive least mean square
(LMS) linear equalizers are often used, employing only linear
complexity [2] in the regressor vector length, which is often
on the order of the channel delay spread. In addition, such
direct adaptive LMS equalizers are actually preferred in terms
of implementation perspective since matrix inversion is not
required in calculating their coefficients.

While these direct-adaptive methods may reduce computa-
tional complexity and can be shown to converge to their Wiener
(MMSE) solution under stationary environments, they usually
deliver inferior performance compared to linear MMSE-based
methods (except on isolated examples [1]). A primary reason
for this performance loss is that the Wiener solution is not
time-adaptive, but rather corresponds to the solution of the “sta-
tionarized problem” where the likelihood information from the
decoder (which is by definition a sample-by-sample probability
distribution over the transmitted data sequence and hence non-
stationary) is replaced by a suitable time-averaged quantity [2].
On the other hand, both the linear MMSE and MAP-based
turbo equalizer (TEQ) consider the log-likelihood ratio (LLR)
sequence as time-varying a priori statistics over the transmitted
symbols. This LLR information is used to construct the linear
MMSE equalizer, which depends nonlinearly and in a time
dependent manner on the LLR sequence.

To reduce the performance gap between direct adaptive LMS
linear TEQ (DA-LMS-TEQ) and linear MMSE-TEQ, we in-
troduce an adaptive approach that can readily follow the time
variation of the soft decision data and respect the nonlinear
dependence of the MMSE symbol estimates on this LLR se-
quence while maintaining the low computational complexity
of the LMS-adaptive approach. Specifically, we introduce an
adaptive, piecewise linear equalizer that partitions the space of
LLR vectors from the channel decoder into sets, within which,
low complexity LMS-adaptive TEQs can be used. We use a
deterministic annealing (DA) algorithm [3] for soft clustering
the symbol-by-symbol variances of the transmitted symbols
calculated from the soft information. These variances are parti-
tioned into K regions with a partial membership according to
their assigned association probabilities [3]. For hard clustering,
the association probabilities are either 1 or 0. In each cluster,
a local linear filter is updated where the contribution to the
local update is weighted by the association probabilities [3]. In
addition, we also quantify the mean square error (MSE) of the
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approach employing hard clustering and show that it converges
to the MSE of the linear MMSE equalizer as the number of
regions and the data length increase. While there have been a
number of techniques on low complexity MMSE-TEQ [4], [5],
the approach for improving direct adaptive TEQs has not been
reported yet. In our simulations, we observe that the clustered
TEQ significantly improves performance over traditional LMS-
adaptive linear equalizers without any significant computational
complexity increase.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

We consider the framework for linear turbo equalization
system described in [1]. Information bits at the transmitter
are encoded using forward error correction, interleaved in
time, mapped to channel symbols. Any error correction code
supporting soft-input and soft-output decoding can be used,
including convolutional code, turbo code, or low density parity
code (LDPC) code [6]. The channel symbols are transmitted
through an ISI channel with impulse response hl, of length
L, l = 0, . . . , L− 1. The received signal y[n] is given by
y[n] =

∑L−1
l=0 hlx[n− l] + w[n], where hl is assumed to be

time invariant for notational ease and w[n] is the additive noise.
In the receiver, the decoder and equalizer pass extrinsic log-
likelihood ratio information on the information bits to itera-
tively improve detection and decoding. The decoder computes
the extrinsic information LD

e which are fed back to the equalizer
and the equalizer utilizes the a priori information LE

a , which
is the interleaved data of LD

e [1]. A linear equalizer with
a feedforward filter f and a feedback filter b is applied to

the (N1 +N2 + 1) size of observation vector y[n]
Δ
= [y[n−

N2], . . . , y[n+N1]]
T , producing an estimate of the transmitted

signal at time n

x̂[n] = fH [n]y[n]− bH [n]x̄−n[n] (1)

where x̄−n[n]
Δ
= [x̄[n−N2 − L+ 1], . . . , x̄[n− 1], x̄[n+ 1],

. . . , x̄[n+N1]]
T , and N1 and N2 are the size of noncausal

and causal parts of the equalizer. Note that the length of the
feedforward part and that of the feedback part are N + 1 and

N + L with N
Δ
= N1 +N2. The mean symbol values are cal-

culated using the a priori information LE
a provided by the SISO

decoder, i.e., x̄[n] = E[x[n] : {LE
a }]. If we assumed BPSK

signaling for notational simplicity, x̄[n] = tanh(LE
a (x[n])/2),

where LE
a (x[n]) is the a priori LLR associated with x[n]. Note

that E[|x[n]|2 : {LE
a }] = 1. If a linear MMSE equalizer is used

in (1), we get [1]

f [n]=
(
H−0V [n]HH

−0 + ssH + σ2
wI

)−1
s, b[n] = HH

−0f [n]
(2)

where H is the channel convolution matrix of size N × (N +

L− 1) constructed using {hl}L−1
l=0 , s is the (N2 + L)th column

of H , H−0 is the matrix where the (N2 + L)th column of

H is eliminated, V [n] = diag(v[n]), where v[n]
Δ
= [v[n−

N2 − L+ 1], . . . , v[n− 1], v[n+ 1], . . . , v[n+N1]]), v[n] =
1− ‖x̄[n]‖2, and σ2

w is the additive noise variance assuming
fixed transmit signal power of one.

Remark 1: The linear MMSE equalizer in (2) is time vary-
ing due to the symbol-by-symbol variation of the soft input
variance, V [n], even if hl is time invariant. The linear MMSE

equalizer is a nonlinear function of V [n]. If hl is also time
varying, then (2) could be readily updated by including this time
variation.

Unlike the linear MMSE equalizer, “direct” adaptive linear
TEQs use adaptive updates (e.g., using LMS or recursive least
square (RLS)), for direct estimation of the transmitted sym-
bols by processing the received signal and LLR information
without the need for channel estimation [2]. In general, these
approaches use only the mean vector x̄−n[n] as feedback, i.e.,
soft decision data are not considered as a priori probabilities,
where each component of x̄−n[n] is taken as a random variable
with zero mean and variance σ2

x̄. As an example, if one uses the
normalized least mean square (NLMS) direct adaptive linear
equalizer, we have the update [7]

e[n] =xd[n]−wH [n]u[n],

w[n+ 1] =w[n] + μe∗[n]u[n]/ ‖u[n]‖2

where xd[n] is the desired symbol for equalization, w[n+ 1] =

[fH [n+ 1],−bH [n+ 1]]
H

, u[n] = [yH [n], x̄H
−n]

H
and μ is

the step size. When training the coefficients of the equalizer,
we use a known reference symbol (called a pilot symbol)
for xd[n]. When detecting a transmitted symbol in decision-
directed mode, we use a tentative decision on x[n] such as
hard symbol decision or a soft symbol estimate. Under this
stationarity assumption on x̄ and LLRs, the direct adaptive filter
using x̄−n converges to the MSE optimal Wiener (stationary
MMSE) solution [7]

f =
((
1− σ2

x̄

)
H−0H

H
−0 + ssH + σ2

wI
)−1

s (3)

and b=HH
−0f , assuming zero variance at convergence [1].

Recall that σ2
x̄ represents the variance of x̄[n]. The resulting

filter in (3) at convergence is time invariant and is not identical
to (2) with time averaged soft information. The linear MMSE
in (2) requires O((N+L)2) computations per output, however,
(3) requires only O(N+L) [1]. In addition, since (3) is not
time varying and implicitly assumes that the soft information
is stationary, there is a large performance gap between the
equalizers formulated in (2) and (3) for some cases [1]. We
seek to reduce this performance gap between the direct adaptive
methods with respect to the linear MMSE approach by captur-
ing the nonlinear dependence of the MMSE solution on the soft-
information without requiring the associated computational
complexity of (2).

III. ADAPTIVE TURBO EQUALIZATION USING HARD

OR SOFT CLUSTERED LINEAR MODELS

We propose to use adaptive local linear filters to model
the nonlinear dependency of the linear MMSE equalizer on
the variance computed from the soft information generated
by the SISO decoder in (2). When a vector of the variances
(or equivalently LLR values) of the direct adaptive TEQ are
localized, the time-averaged statistics used in (3) approaches
the values computed from the LLR values in (2). To reduce the
gap, we partition the space of variances, V [n], in (2) into a set
of regions, where in each region, a single direct adaptive linear
equalizer is used. Note that if the partitioned regions are dense
enough such that V [n] is assumed to be constant in each region,
then the linear MMSE-TEQ in (2) is a time invariant linear
equalizer (assuming hl is time invariant) in each region. Hence,
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the hard clustering-based TEQ.

assuming the regions are dense enough and each adaptive linear
equalizer assigned to these regions succesfully converge, then
we achieve the performance of the linear MMSE-TEQ by using
a direct “piecewise-linear” TEQ. As a result, we can retain
the computational efficiency of the direct adaptive methods,
while capturing the nonlinear dependence (and hence sample-
by-sample variation) of the linear MMSE optimal TEQ without
requiring a priori channel knowledge or estimation.

A. Adaptive Turbo Equalization Based on Hard Clustering

Fig. 1 depicts the block diagram of the hard clustering-based
TEQ. First, the hard clustering algorithm such as K-means
algorithm (LBG VQ) [3] partitions the space of v[n] into K
regions {Rk} with the corresponding centroids {ṽk} where
k = 1, . . . ,K. In the LBG VQ algorithm, the centroids and

the corresponding regions are iteratively calculated from ṽk
Δ
=∑

n,v[n]∈Rk
v[n]/(

∑
n,v[n]∈Rk

1) and Rk
Δ
= {v : ‖v − ṽk‖ ≤

‖v − ṽi‖, i = 1, . . . ,K, i �= k} [3]. In hard clustering-based
TEQ, K direct adaptive TEQs are employed and each locally
adaptive TEQ is associated with each of K clusters. For each
output sample, one of the K local filters is updated by

ek[n] =xd[n]−wH
k [n− 1]u[n] (4)

wk[n] =wk[n− 1] + μe∗k[n]u[n]/
(
‖u[n]‖2

)
(5)

x̂[n] =wH
k [n]u[n], (6)

where k=argmini ‖v[n]−ṽi‖, wk[n]=[fH
k [n],−bHk [n]]

H
,

and u[n] = [yH [n], x̄H
−n]

H
.

Note that the coefficients of the other K − 1 local filters are
frozen, i.e.,. wi[n] = wi[n− 1], i = 1, . . . ,K, i �= k. For the
adaptive algorithms to converge in each of these regions, we
put a constraint on cluster-size such that each cluster contains
at least Nmin symbols (the minimum required data length for
suitable convergence). Hence, a cluster with less than Nmin

symbols is merged into clusters of larger size. TEQ operations
are conducted on a packet by packet basis where each packet
consists of LT training symbols and LD data symbols. During
the training period, it is necessary to feed specially designed
soft symbols into the feedback part for separate training of each
local filter. To make sure that each DA-LMS-TEQ converges to
the form associated with each cluster during the training period,
those “soft training symbols” are computed from the centroid

of each cluster, i.e., we replace x̄[n] by
√

1− ṽ[n]xT [n] in
(4)–(6), where xT [n] and ṽ[n] are the training symbol and the
corresponding centroid at time n. We use xT [n] in (4) for the
desired symbol xd[n]. Note that when the equalizer operates in
decision directed mode, the hard quantized value of x̂[n] is used
for xd[n] in (4).

As partitioning of the variance space is denser such that
v[n] ≈ ṽk for all regions, then the adaptive filter in the kth

region converges to gk = (H−0Ṽ kH
H
−0 + ssH + σ2

wI)
−1
s,

Ṽ k = diag(ṽk). The difference between the MSE of the con-
verged filter, Mc and the MSE of the linear MMSE equalizer,
Mm is given by [1]

Mc −Mm = gH
k H−0

(
V [n]− Ṽ k

)
HH

−0gk

+
(
1− gH

k s
)
−
(
1− f [n]Hs

)
. (7)

By defining A = (H−0Ṽ HH
−0 + ssH + σ2

wI), B = A+

H−0EHH
−0 and E = V [n]− Ṽ , the difference (7) yields

Mc −Mm

= sHA−1H−0EHH
−0A

−1s+ sH(B−1 −A−1)s

= sHA−1H−0EHH
−0B

−1H−0EHH
−0A

−1s (8)

≤ λmax

(
H−0EHH

−0B
−1H−0EHH

−0

)
sHA−2s (9)

≤ e2maxλ
2
max

(
H−0H

H
−0

)
λmin(B)sHA−2s, (10)

where emax is the maximum element of the error diag-
onal matrix E. Here, (8) follows from (B−1 −C−1) =
B−1(C −B)C−1, (9) follows from tr(CD) = tr(DC)
and tr(CD) ≤ λmax(C)tr(D), and the last line follows
from λmax(CD) ≤ λmax(C)λmax(D). Since λmin(B) ≥ σ2

w

and λmax(H−0H
H
−0) ≤ λmax(HHH) ≤ (

∑
m |hm|) for the

Toeplitz matrix H , the MSE difference in (7) is bounded by
Ce2max for some C < ∞. Hence, the MSE of the hard clustered
linear equalizer converges to the MSE of the linear MMSE
equalizer as the number of the regions increase provided there
is enough data for training.

B. Adaptive Turbo Equalization Based on Soft Clustering

In addition to partitioning the space of v[n], the soft cluster-
ing algorithms produce the probabilistic weights of each cluster
region [3]. The deterministic annealing (DA) algorithm [3] can
be used to find the centroid ṽk and association probability
P (·|ṽk) for each cluster. For each output sample, we update
all of K adaptive filters as

ei[n]= x̃[n]−wH
i [n−1]u[n],

wi[n]=wi[n−1]+μP (v[n]|ṽi) e
∗
i [n]u[n]/

(
‖u[n]‖2

)
, (11)

x̂[n]=wH
i [n]u[n], (12)

where i = 1, . . . ,K. Unlike the hard clustering-based TEQ,
each adaptive filter is updated with different step size pro-
portional to the association probability. To generate the final
output, the output of the local filter with the largest association
probability is selected. The rest of procedure is the same as that
of the hard clustering-based TEQ.
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TABLE I
COMPLEXITY OF THE TEQS PER OUTPUT SYMBOL

Fig. 2. Plot of BER versus Eb/N0 for (a) hl = [0.227, 0.46, 0.688, 0.46,
0.227] with QPSK modulation and and (b) hl = [0.407, 0.815, 0.407] with
16QAM modulation.

C. Complexity of Clustering-Based TEQs

The clustering-based TEQs retain the complexity of O(N +
L) with the additional steps for clustering. One can show that
the complexity of the VQ algorithm used for both hard and
soft clusterings follows O(IK(N + L)) [3], where I is the
number of iteration for VQ. Hence, the clustering-based TEQs
achieve the linear complexity in channel memory. Furthermore,
when multiple packets are sent over the same channel, the VQ
algorithm is only needed on the first few packets. Once the
whole space is known, a look up table can be used for future
packets. For example, by running the VQ algorithm every B
packet, the complexity overhead due to the clustering step can
be reduced by the factor of B. The computational complexity
of the TEQs of interest is summarized in the Table I.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed TEQs through computer simulations. We used the
rate 1/2-rate convolutional code with feedback polynomial
1 +D +D2 and feedforward polynomial 1 +D2. We choose
LT = 1024, LD = 4096, Nmin = 1200 and Kmax = 8. The
parameters of the adaptive TEQ are set by N1 = 5, N2 = 5 and
μ = 0.03. A total of 2 · 106 information bits were generated
to measure BER. BER was measured after the performance
converges. The proposed TEQ would be more suitable for time-
invariant channels since for time-varying channels the clus-
tering step should be performed more often. So we restricted
our focus to the time-invariant channels. In simulations, we
compare performance of the conventional NLMS-TEQ [2],
the hard clustering-based NLMS-TEQ and the soft clustering-
based NLMS-TEQ. As a reference, we include the MMSE-
TEQ with NLMS-based channel estimation as well. Fig. 2(a)
shows the BER performance of the TEQs for a linear time-
invariant channel hl = [0.227, 0.46, 0.688, 0.46, 0.227] with
QPSK modulation. Though the MMSE-TEQ shows the best
performance, we observe substantially longer simulation time
due to the quadratic complexity O(N + L)2. The performance
gap from the MMSE-TEQ is narrowed by 0.3 dB and 0.5 dB
via the hard clustering and the soft clustering, respectively at
10−3 BER. In Fig. 2(b), the BER performance of the TEQs
is shown for Proakis B channel [2] hl = [0.407, 0.815, 0.407]
with 16-QAM modulation. Note that Proakis B channel exhibits
strong ISI so that the large gap between the MMSE-TEQ and
NLMS-TEQ is expected. We observe that the proposed TEQs
achieves up to 4 dB and 6 dB performance gain over the
NLMS-TEQ when the hard clustering and the soft clus-
tering are used, respectively. Note that the clustering-based
TEQs retain linear complexity in channel memory, not
requiring significant complexity increase with the clustering
approach.

V. CONCLUSION

We introduced adaptive locally linear filters based on hard
and soft clustering to model the nonlinear dependency of
the linear MMSE turbo equalizer on soft information from
the decoder. The performance gain of the proposed TEQs
over the existing LMS TEQ is demonstrated via computer
simulations.
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